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The resuits ofthe radioallergosorbent test (RAST) were
acids and could probably be found on rather short
compared with those used for the clinical allergy
fragments. From other clinical observations, I also
diagnosis (case history, skin tests, and provocation
thought that It should be possible to Identify, char.
acterlze, and isolate the major allergens and respontests). The study confirmed that RAST was a reliable
sible antigenic determinants In codfish. I wanted a
method, but the degree of reliability depended very
much on the quality of the allergenic matenai used
model—and the allergic infant pointed out a suitable
to produce the allergosorbent. The overall reliability
one.
of RASTwas 73 percent. With acceptable allergen exI had very large amounts of a quite pure allergen
tracts, the in woo test was found to be of value as a
at my disposal and a large number of human sera
screening method before provocation tears. IThe SCJC
from patients with fish allergy and other proven
indicates that this paper has been cited in over 160
allergies In the freezer. Moreover, In my clinical
publlcations.J
departmentin Oslo much had been done to characterize and improve allergenic material for diagnostic
tests.
A few years earlier Klmishlge lshlzaka had demLAas
onstrated that immediate hypersensitivity reactions
Rikahospitalet
were mediated by a distinct class of Immunoglobulin
Unh’ersitetskiinikk
(lgE),’ and shortly afterwards Gunner 0. joharssson
Boks 50, Voksenkollen
had 2found an lgE myelama by screening myefoma
0326 Oslo 3
sera. This made it possible to ptoduce large
Norway
amounts of sheep and rabbit antibody to lgE. With
this, johansson, H. Bennich, and L Wide in Uppsala
April 28, 1987
developedthe radioallergosorbent test (RASI) for the
The Irreftatlon from Citation Classics has given tee
detection and quantitatlon of allergen-sperlfk IgE
the opportunity to comment on my paper as an
antibodies in human sera?
example of clinical work, clinical Investigation, and
It was then quite natural thatwe established a colbasic research performed as a sort of intellectual
laboration concerning both basic and clinical aspects
trlathlon.
of allergy: they had the antibody test, and I had the
Such a combination Is in many ways very rational
purified antIgen, the appropriate patients, and the
and rewarding. The scientist who works In a basic
appropriate biological tests.
research laboratory must go through a long series
We introduced a scoring system for the combined
of trials and failures in order to find and provide
use ofcase history, skin testing, and RAil. With the
evidence for the one correct answer among a large
use of RAST as a supplement to a carefully collectnumber of hypotheses. The one who at the same time
ed case history and correctly performed and critisees patients, however, can filter the hypotheses
cally evaluated skin tests, provocation tests were
through a network of practical life observations,
considered superfluous in 82 percent ofthe patients
experiences, and logical thinking.
In the study. At the same time, we confirmed that
It was In this manner that I selected fish allergy
skin tests werealso highly reliable but only with good
as a model for allergen research. An infant with
allergenic material. The codfish model is still the only
severeatopic symptoms was admittedto mydepart- one with detailed information about the major alment. He had been gIvennothing but breast milk but
lergenic determinant (epitope). We had not reached
suffered from atopic eczema, bronchial asthma, and
that farin 1970-197? but had been able to crystallize
bouts of severe angiedema and diarrhea, which were
and further purify the major allergen in codfish.
exacerbated when his mother ate fish. The allergenic
In addition to showing the value of RAST as a dimolecules in question had resisted cooking, digestion
agnostic method, this paper was among those that
in the mother’s intestines (proteolysis), passage
contributed to the quality, characterization, and
through menthranes, and a second digestion in the
standardization of allergen extracts and to more
lnfanrs intestines and werestill active when reaching
precision in clinical work in allergy. It opened up a
the reaginic antibodies In the tissues. From these
field of research full of challenges and rewarding
observations, the aflergenk activity of this molecule
progress,4 not the least of which was in allergen
had to beassociated with a sequentIal unitof amino
research.
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